My Digital Marketing essentials
Strategies to reach your audience with one easy-to-use
marketing automation platform
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Get started >

The big idea

Purpose

Getting the most out of this guide
As an IBM Business Partner, you have access
to IBM partner-ready marketing assets to
supplement your own campaigns.

This guide is intended to give you real-world
examples for how to use IBM® My Digital
Marketing campaigns and assets to supplement
your marketing efforts, generate leads and
increase pipeline.

– Discover new resources described in this guide
– Login to IBM My Digital Marketing—there’s
no fee
– Browse the available campaigns and assets to
find a good fit for your business
– Deploy your custom campaign to create
awareness or generate sales leads
– Find step-by-step training guides on using the
platform here

My Digital Marketing is a no-charge IBM
PartnerWorld® benefit that includes a full
marketing automation platform stocked with
ready-to-use marketing campaigns. It can
also be a great supplement to agency work
and paid marketing efforts.
Access IBM My Digital Marketing →

Advice

Benefits:

Registration is easy
No-charge

Automation

You only need to be a registered IBM Business
Partner to access My Digital Marketing.
– Your account is automatically created when
you sign in using your IBM single-sign-on.
– All you need is an IBM ID that is associated
with your company’s PartnerWorld account.

Ready-to-use

Generate leads
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Defining terms

Before you get started

Nurturing is a series of emails or social posts
that are timed to be automatically sent. The
messages are designed to build on one another
and to offer your prospect more information
about the product or solution.

Let’s go over the commonly used terms found in
this guide.
A campaign is a collection of assets and tactics
to convey a message about an IBM product or
service.

Nurturing is a great way to move a cold lead
to a medium lead, and eventually to a hot lead.
The approach progressively provides content
that increases interest and engagement in
your offering—bringing the lead to a purchase
decision or sale.

The tactics convey drive-to offers, which are
reasons for your audience to take an action.
Collectively, all the tactics in a campaign work
together to support the action you want your
audience to take.

Campaign elements can include:

Email

Web

In a campaign, emails and social posts can
sometimes have the same purpose—each is
just a different way to reach your audience.

The action taken by a prospect or client, such
as clicking a link, is an indicator they want to
learn more about a product or solution; they
are now an opportunity response.

The best part of the nurture features in My
Digital Marketing is that you only need to
step through and activate them once to
automatically launch the series.

In a campaign built using IBM My Digital
Marketing, this is all set up for you and
optimized by IBM subject matter experts,
and pre-tested in real-world client situations.

Social

Supporting assets
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Defining terms

Registration forms may be used to capture
lead information from a CTA. In some cases,
a CTA leads to a landing page with a “gate,”
which means the visitor is required to submit
contact information, often a company name,
phone and email address, in order to access
the offer/asset which was featured in the
CTA. You can set up your reporting to
automatically notify you or anyone in your
My Digital Marketing account to receive
notifications each time a form is submitted.

A call-to-action, often simply called a CTA, is
the action you want your client or prospect to
take. Phrases such as “Learn more,” “Watch,”
or “Try now” encourage action.
Most of the tactics in My Digital Marketing,
such as email, web and social, contain CTAs
which drive to offers that deliver information.
Those offers, also called assets, can be found
within campaigns or in the Asset Library.
As marketers, we measure the performance
of all our activities. The click-through rate
provides us with the percentage of prospects
who clicked on the call to action; if they then
take another step, such as submitting a form,
the metric is called conversion rate.

“IBM has done an extra-ordinary job providing digital tools and
resources in My Digital Marketing. The platform enabled us to
quickly plan, build, execute and measure two recent Watson
campaigns. We didn’t have an in-house marketing automation
tool, so to have access to My Digital Marketing—and at no extra
cost—is a game changer!”
Company: Ucensys Research
Location: North America
My Digital Marketing modules used:
Email campaigns
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Campaigns

How to use
campaigns
Campaigns usually include a robust set of
tactics and assets including email, social posts
and web banners and microsites. If you aren’t
familiar with web banners and microsites yet,
check out the Web Syndication section of
this guide.
The tactics in each campaign contain a CTA
leading to a landing page where the visitor can
download the offer.
The landing page is activated for your account
when you activate one of the tactics (email,
social or web). If you would like to customize or
translate the landing page you can locate the
activation in My Marketing > My Activities. This
only needs to be done once to apply to any of the
connected tactics.

1. Login to My Digital Marketing and click
Campaigns and “browse” to find a campaign
that aligns to the IBM product or service
you sell.
2. Select your products in the left side navigation
or type a term into the search box.
3. Once you have found a campaign, be sure
to read the Campaign Overview for more
details. Many campaigns will also contain a
companion Campaign Guide with more detail
on how to optimize the campaign.

Advice

Steps to take:

Customizing campaigns
Find

Select

Campaigns in My Digital Marketing are
ready-to-use, but can also be customized.
All email, landing pages and social posts
are fully editable, and you are encouraged
to add your own text based on your audience
preferences, specific-industry terms or
local idioms.
You can also use the built-in translation
tool for all editable copy.

Personalize
View all campaigns
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Campaigns

Comprehensive
campaign example
Advice

IBM Security Cloud Identity Campaign
This campaign contains:

Using multiple elements in
a campaign is the best way
to reach prospects.

– A campaign guide; always read this first when
it’s available
– An email series that drives to webinar, video,
solution brief and free edition
– A web banner that drives to the Cloud Identity
for Dummies e-book
– A microsite that drives to the e-book and
free edition
– Social media companion posts
– Other offers and assets including the e-book,
solution brief, Forrester report and videos
View campaigns 		
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Campaigns

Create-your-own
email example
Advice

Create-your-own emails (CYO)
Did you know 25% of people unsubscribe from
permission-based emails due to irrelevant content?
Personalizing email content will help ensure that
emails are relevant to your customers and prospects.

Gating your offers
Don’t ask for more than you are giving!
Most people will stop at a registration form,
so sometimes it’s better to give away the
information without asking for something in
return. Make it a reasonable value exchange
and only “gate” your most valuable assets.
A high-level sales brochure is probably not
as valuable to your prospect as access to an
online ROI calculator, for example.

You’ll find the option to create html emails in My
Marketing. Select email in the secondary navigation,
then click on “new email.” Just insert your html code
in the editor.
You can also find ready-to-use email templates under
Campaigns. These are formatted and ready-to-go,
just populate with your own copy, images and CTA.
View CYO campaign
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Events

How to use
events
Advice

Events are much like campaigns, they may
include various assets and tactics to help support
and drive traffic to the event. They also contain
registration and confirmation pages, along with
associated emails.

Create-your-own events
You can use your own content for events
with the automation tool. Look for “createyour-own” and find templates for the
registration page, email confirmation and
invites. You supply the content and let My
Digital Marketing help automate the process.

Our event module works with your preferred
online event tool, for a seamless integration into
the registration page.
Events always contain:

Keep in mind, for any online event in My
Digital Marketing, you need to provide the
meeting link. There are many online meeting
platforms available, from simple low-cost
meeting rooms to high-support platforms
with more robust features for larger events.

– Registration page
– Confirmation page
– Confirmation email
– Email invitation
– Reminder email
– Thank you for attending email
View events 		
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Events

Event example

Advice

Event in a Box—Build a Business Use Case
Using Artificial Intelligence (AI)
This event campaign contains:

Promote your events
Use social media posts, banners and emails
to drive attendance to your events.

– A campaign overview explaining how to use
all of the provided materials
– Event registration and email package
– Social posts to help drive prospects to
the event
– A video, “How to Deliver a Workshop in
30 Minutes”
– Related assets

Attendance is a strong sign of interest so
be sure to plan ahead and assign someone
to follow up with attendees after the event.
You can check your registration at any point
before or after the event under “reports.”

Related assets include product success stories,
a demo of the product and “How Watson Works”
video. This complete package will support your
knowledge, promotion and delivery of this event.
View event 		
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Website syndication

How to use
website syndication
Website syndication is simply code to embed on
your website for full pages or banners to promote
IBM products or solutions. Web syndication
typically contains a CTA driving the viewer to
more information.
IBM Showcase
This full page syndicated web content includes
most IBM products and services. Learn more
about how to customize the IBM Showcase for
the products you sell.
Microsites
These single web pages are easy to embed into
your website with a simple piece of code. The
pages contain multiple CTAs driving to assets for
viewers to learn more.
View IBM Showcase

Banners
Syndicated web banners are intended to be
embedded on a page in your website to promote
a specific product or service. This is a great way
to get a call-out on your website without having
to dedicate a full page. You can choose from
three standard pixel sizes depending on where
they will be placed on your page: 728x90px,
160x600px, and 300x250px.
Microsites and banners are typically specific
to campaigns and will include CTAs driving to
offers, some of which are gated. You can select
anyone in your account to receive the contact
information from the registration forms for
follow-up. They can be found within the related
campaigns or organized by Business Unit under
“Web Syndication.”

Embed IBM content on your website.

Showcase

Microsites

Banners

→

Supporting assets
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Website syndication

Banner and
microsite examples
Advice

IBM Storage
SAP HANA on IBM Power Systems
Microsites and banners are often found in
campaigns. Both will contain a CTA driving to
more information.

Your landing page is vital
Landing pages and forms are connected to
email, banners, microsites and social posts.
These landing pages are where prospects
download CTA assets, and you can edit the
copy on these pages. Some of the landing
pages will contain gated forms for lead
capture, which gets routed back to you or
someone you designate in your account.

In this example:
– Banner driving to solution brief
– Microsite driving to video and case studies
You can also browse in Web Syndication >
Microsites or > Banners if you aren’t looking
for a full campaign. For both microsites and
banners, click save & next to get the embed
code to put on your web page. Be sure to check
out the associated landing page for each, this
is where your prospect will find the information
being offered.
View campaign 		
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Social media posts

How to use
social media
Social is an organic approach of distributing
content. You have something in common with
people who you connect with on social channels.
The more relevant the content your share, the
greater the potential to generate leads.
You can find posts in both Campaigns and in the
Social Media tab in the top navigation.
Typically, the posts in Campaigns are meant to be
companions to email banners and microsites and
will all drive to the same or similar companion
assets. Posts in Social Media tend to be longer
lasting or “evergreen,” and come as a stream
of ongoing posts. New posts are added on a
regular basis and will be sent to you weekly to
be reviewed and approved for posting when you
sign up for the Social Media stream.

Purpose
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Each social network has its own unique best
practice, audience and style to reach your
prospects.
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hashtag; make the posts your own to stand out
from other IBM Business Partners by adding
your unique voice.

Add your own perspective on the:

Message

Company URL

Advice

Need content to create your
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and white papers, or assets with a lot of
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turn into a series of short, attention-getting
social posts about a product or topic.
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Social media posts

Posting to
social media
Advice

First, connect your social media accounts to
My Digital Marketing. You can connect multiple
Twitter and LinkedIn accounts for each of your
users so they can individually post to their own
followers. Only one Facebook company page
can be added to My Digital Marketing.

Check your level of
engagement often
Are you getting likes, comments and clicks?
It’s important to keep an eye on your social
metrics so you can try different types of posts
to see what resonates with your followers.
Don’t feel pressure to post if you don’t have
relevant content. Be sure you are following
peers in your industry and repost and retweet
for additional content.

You can see the available social media streams
by business topic on the Social Media page.
– Click a social stream to open a preview
– Activate and schedule to automatically send
on specific dates
– Use IBM-provided posts, or create and post
your own content
You can also schedule campaign-specific posts
from the Campaign tab.
View social media
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Amplification

How to amplify your
digital marketing

Five ways to amplify your impact:

Paid social
Listed below are several paid tactics that you
may consider adding to your campaigns to
maximize their impact.
Depending on your budget or the complexity of
your campaign, you may also want to consider
engaging a marketing agency to create additional
content or to help you execute paid tactics.
Paid social
Use paid media on social networks such as
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn to reach users.
Social networks offer targeting based on data
the user has self-declared, such as company and
job role. This can provide an effective means of
finding your target audience.

Facebook and LinkedIn also offer retargeting
(serving ads to users who have previously visited
your page) and lookalike capabilities (building an
audience who exhibit similar characteristics to a
known audience), which are helpful in response
generating tactics.

Advice

Digital banner ads
and paid search

As a example to supplement your paid
social efforts:
– Find a social post in My Digital Marketing
– Edit the text to reflect your company’s
campaign message
– Use the provided tile or your own image
and CTA to run a paid ad on LinkedIn
Be specific when selecting your target audience.
Often narrowing by geography ensures you
aren’t competing for the same space as IBM or
a competitor.

Content
marketing

Your agencies can use
My Digital Marketing
You are able to add agency partners to your
account so they can access materials or
grant them permission to execute on your
behalf. Using the IBM My Digital Marketing
platform and assets as the foundation of
your paid efforts is one way to save time
and money while generating leads.

Events

Prospect and
client follow-up
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Amplification

Digital banner ads and paid search
Banner or display advertisements should contain
a call-to-action. When you run these advertisements or share an offer, it’s important that the
user arrives on a page that is specific to your
promotion; this is your landing page. If you don’t
use one, it’s unlikely they’ll convert to a lead.
Rather than investing in new creative for a
landing page, consider using My Digital Marketing
to create a content-specific web page to send
your prospects. Or, populate a page on your
current website with copy about the solution
and embed a banner with a built-in CTA. In this
instance you would use a banner with a gated
registration page to capture lead information.

Content marketing
Engage a communications agency to write blogs
posts, emails or social posts more specific to
your company and its unique value proposition.
Assets such as product briefs or white papers
found in My Digital Marketing will provide the
industry and product information your agency
needs to do the writing on your behalf. Be sure
to attribute authorship to IBM or others if using
large blocks of text.

Advice

Landing page best practices
– The page should be a mix of gated and
ungated content (if you have both types
of assets)
– Calls-to-action should be used in the
page’s lead space
– If the ad copy has a specific CTA (price,
offer, piece of content), ensure that the
relevant content is placed high on the
landing page (“above the fold”) and in
lead space

NOTE: When using paid search, bidding on branded keywords (such
as “IBM servers”) versus generic keywords (like “enterprise servers”)
will create competition with IBM’s corporate search campaigns and
drive up ad costs for both parties.
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Amplification

Events
Webinars and events can play dual roles in your
marketing beyond the gatherings themselves,
amplifying your impact.

Prospect and client follow-up
It’s important to have a plan to follow-up with
the contacts in your campaigns and the leads
you create.

Using paid social media will drive attendance
to your event and it will also build awareness
about your expertise or the topics you want
associated with your company. During the
event, in addition to sharing your knowledge
and capabilities with attendees, ask them
to opt-in for future contact, possibly through
email or a newsletter. This will help build your
contact list and expand your reach in future
marketing efforts.

Engage an agency to help with follow up
telephone calls to qualify the leads generated
in My Digital Marketing. These are not “cold
calls.” Your prospects and contacts indicated
a level of interest in your products or services,
and you are following up on their interest. Write
and provide your own call script for the phone
representatives so they understand your key
benefits and differentiators, and to ensure the
message is relevant to your audience.

Event attendance is a strong sign of interest,
be sure to assign resources to follow up
with attendees.

You can often find key product messaging in
My Digital Marketing campaign guides or links
to materials in Seismic.

“We are very pleased with My Digital Marketing. It has a
completely new look and feel and provides useful new features
such as the Events module which allows us to host and promote
events with little effort. We are already using the social media
module and have embedded the IBM Showcase and are seeing
new website views as a result!”
Company: Veracitiz Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Location: AP (ISA)
My Digital Marketing modules used:
Content Syndication, Social Media, Event/Webinar
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